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1. Introduction. The theory of asymptotic formulas for the solutions of

an ordinary differential equation

/'(at) + p(x)y'(x) + {p24>2(x) + q(x)}y(x) = 0,

for large complex values of the parameter p2, may be regarded as classical in

the presence of certain customary hypotheses which may be enunciated as

follows :f

(a) that the variable x is real;

(b) that on the interval considered the coefficient <b2(x) is continuous and

bounded from zero; and

(c) that (j>2(x) is essentially real (i.e., except possibly for a constant com-

plex f actor). %

The author has sought in an earlier paper, which will be referred to

throughout the present discussion by the designation [L],§ to extend the

theory to the case in which the function cp2(x) vanishes in the manner of

some power of the variable at a point of the interval given. The discussion

was restricted to the case of a real variable, and the hypothesis (c) above was

retained in an appropriately modified form, namely, in an assumption of the

essential reality of the quotient of cp2(x) by the power of the variable involved

in it as a factor.

* Presented to the Society, September 9, 1931; received by the editors December 27, 1931.

t Cf. e.g. Birkhoff, On the asymptotic character of the solutions, etc., these Transactions, vol. 9

(1908), p. 219;
Tamarkin, Some General Problems of the Theory of Ordinary Linear Differential Equations, etc.,

Petrograd, 1917, and Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 27 (1927), p. 1;

Birkhoff and Langer, The boundary problems and developments associated with a system of ordinary

linear differential equations, etc., Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. 58

(1923), p. 51.
Î In the absence of hypothesis (c) the asymptotic forms have been given only for certain regions

of the p plane.

§ These Transactions, vol. 33 (1931), p. 23.
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The present paper engages to derive the asymptotic forms in the ab-

sence of all three of the hypotheses at issue. The variable is taken to be com-

plex, ranging over a region (finite or infinite) of the complex plane, and no re-

striction upon the value of arg c62 is imposed. It is assumed that at some point

of the given region the coefficient <p2 vanishes to the order v, though the case

of a coefficient which is bounded from zero is included through the admission

of v = 0 as a permitted value. The discussion applies, of course, by specializa-

tion to the cases of a real variable or parameter.

As in the case of the more restricted considerations of paper [L] the dis-

cussion centers about the phenomenon which is associated in the theory of

the Bessel functions with the name of Stokes, and under which a specific solu-

tion of the differential equation is represented asymptotically by one and the

same analytic expression only so long as the variable and parameter are

suitably confined in their variation. For a general asymptotic representation

of the solutions the combinations of forms employed must be abruptly

changed as variable or parameter pass certain specifiable frontiers in their

respective complex planes. The law governing this phenomenon depends upon

the degree to which the coefficient <p2 vanishes, and is quantitatively de-

scribed by the formulas to be derived.

Of the two parts of the paper the first is concerned with the general the-

oretical discussion culminating in the derivation of the ultimate asymptotic

formulas and their presentation in forms suitable for applications. It is per-

haps hardly necessary to remark upon the field of such applications which is

presented by the Schrödinger equations for simple physical systems as they

arise in the theory of wave mechanics.* These equations for particular in-

dividual systems have been discussed at some length by divers investigators

and by a diversity of methods. Not infrequently the focal point of interest

lies in the phenomenon referred to above, and a precise analysis of it is often

essential to a determination of the wave function and of the possible energy

levels for the given system. The formulas of Part I are generally directly

applicable.

The second or final part of the paper is given to a discussion and deriva-

tion of formulas for the Bessel functions of large complex order and complex

variable. The deductions of the respective forms from the results of Part I

is followed by a determination of the regions of their validity successively for

the cases in which (1) the parameter is of fixed argument; (2) the variable is

of fixed argument; (3) both variable and parameter vary unrestrictedly and

independently. Such asymptotic formulas have, of course, been previously

known. The method by which they have been obtained is, however, totally

* The author hopes in a later paper to give a general discussion of these applications.
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different from that of the present paper and is neither elementary nor of any

wide applicability to other functions.

Unfortunately the application of the asymptotic formulas to specific cases

is never entirely simple, being complicated both by the fact that the regions

of validity are not easily describable, and by the fact that the formulas in-

volve multiple-valued functions which must be suitably determined. It seems

to the author that the formulations obtained naturally by an approach

through the present method and given in Part II have some advantages of

simplicity. It is shown briefly that they agree with the formulas in their fa-

miliar form as given by Debye. The formulas obtained for application when

the variable and parameter are nearly equal are formally those already given

in the paper [L] where the question of their advantages was raised.

In its formal aspects and in the method used the present paper closely re-

sembles the paper [L]. Considerable reference to the latter will therefore be

possible and will be made when developments of a purely formal character

are concerned.

Part I

THE  ASYMPTOTIC   SOLUTIONS   OF   THE   GENERAL  DIFFERENTIAL   EQUATION

2. The given equation. A change of variables may be made to reduce the

differential equation as given above to the normal form

(1) u"(z)+ {p24>2(z) -x(z)}u(z) =0,

and simultaneously to transfer to the origin the point at which the coefficient

4>2 vanishes. This preliminary reduction will be assumed to have been made,

and the form (1) will be adopted as basic in the discussion to follow. The pre-

cise specifications upon the equation are to be formulated below as hypotheses

with enumeration from (i) to (v). The designation Rz which occurs in these

statements is to be thought of as applied to any simply connected region of

the complex z plane which contains the origin and in which the several hy-

potheses are simultaneously fulfilled. The existence of some such region is

to be assumed for the equation given. The hypotheses (i) and (ii) may be

stated immediately as follows; the remaining ones (iii) to (v) are conveniently

left for enunciation at appropriate points as the discussion develops.

(i) Within the region Rz the coefficient cb2(z) is of the form c/>2(z) = z"<b\(z), with

v a real non-negative constant, and 4>\(z) a single-valued analytic function which

is bounded from zero.

(ii)  Within the region Rz the coefficient x(z) is analytic.
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The parameter p is to be thought of as complex and as subject numerically

to some lower bound but to no upper bound. No restriction upon its argu-

ment will be assumed in the course of the general discussion, the results being

therefore applicable irrespective of special restrictions which may exist in

the case of particular equations. Such values of z and p as fulfill the various

specifications will be referred to inclusively as admitted values.

A transfer of constant factors from the function <p2(z) to the parameter p2

is evidently without significance for the given equation. It may be assumed,

therefore, without loss of generality that arg c?i2(0) =0. This convention, to-

gether with the continuity of the function concerned, determines arg <px2 (z)

for all values of z, and the formula

<p(z) = ei*4>iiz)

is unambiguous if the notation is interpreted in accordance with the rule

/« = |/|«e»"«"»/*    (créai).

In general (i.e., except in the case that v is an even integer or zero) the

function (piz) is multiple-valued in Rz. It is convenient, therefore, to consider

this region as covered by a Riemann surface appropriate to a single-valued

representation of the function in question. This surface (to be designated the

surface R¡ in distinction to its single-sheeted projection the region Rz) has

under the hypothesis (i) a single branch point located at the«origin. Its order

depends upon the character of the constant v, and is finite or infinite accord-

ing as v is rational or not. In particular, if v is an even integer the surface con-

sists of a single sheet.

3. The related equation. On the surface Rz the integral

(2) 4> =  f <piz)dz
Jo

is independent of the path, and the function defined by it is evidently of the

form

$ = z'lWQiiz),

with $i(z) single-valued and analytic in Rz and i>i(0)^0. It is essential to

* This interpretation will be understood throughout the paper.
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the discussion to impose upon this function $i(z) the following hypothesis:

(iii) Within the region Rz the function $>i(z) is bounded from zero*

With the constant p defined by the relation

1
p =->

v+2

it is seen directly that the function

¥(z) ■ |*(z)}1/2-V{c/>(z)}1/2

is single-valued and analytic in 2?2. Moreover, in any finite portion of Rz it

is bounded from zero, i.e., with some choice of the constant M, \^i(z) |_1 <M.

Let the complex variable £ be defined by the formula

(3) £ = pHz),

and let C±u represent any cylinder function of the order ±p. It is a matter of

direct computation then [L §3 ] to show that the function

(4) y(z) = *(z)£"C±i.(£)

satisfies a differential equation

(5) y"(z)+{p24>2(z)-o>(z)}y(z) = Q,

with a coefficient u(z) which is analytic and single-valued in Rz. The equation

(5) which closely resembles the given equation (1) is to be referred to as the

related equation.

4. The variables <t> and £. The relation (2) defines a map of the surface

Rz upon a corresponding Riemann surface 2?$, which projects in the plane of

the complex variable $ upon a region also to be denoted by R^. The origin

f> = 0 corresponds to the point z = 0 and marks the single branch point of the

surface. At this point corresponding angles in the two surfaces are of magni-

tudes in the ratio 1/(2^*) : 1, and otherwise the map is conformai.

The surface and region 2?$ are in turn mapped by the relation (3) upon a

surface and a region 2?£ in the domain of the variable £. This map is conformai

without exception since the surface 2?£ is evidently obtainable from R$ by a

magnification with the factor \p \ coupled with a rotation about the origin

through the angle arg p.

* This hypothesis is automatically fulfilled in the case treated in paper [L]. Simple examples

show that this is not so in general. Thus if #(z) =z exp z2, then

*1(z) = (e'2-l)/(2z2),

and hypothesis (iii) requires that the region R¡ exclude fixed neighborhoods of the points z = ( + 2niri)112,

K^O.
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The relations between the several variables determine for any configura-

tion (region or curve) on one of the Riemann surfaces concerned, correspond-

ing configurations on the other two. It will be convenient to use a single des-

ignating symbol for such corresponding figures, and to indicate by explicit

statement, when necessary, the surface upon which the figure is contem-

plated. Corresponding points will be indicated by use of the same subscript

or other index.

The axes of reals and imaginaries on the surface i?{, and the corresponding

curves on R^ and Rz, divide these surfaces into regions to be designated by

the symbols E*,z> 1 = 1, 2; k = 0, ±1, ±2, ■ ■ ■ . The enumeration is made as

follows :

H*,i : ik — %)* á arg £ ^ kv,

(6)
Sfe.i :   kr ^ arg£:g (* + $)*.

If the constant v is rational the Riemann surfaces will be of finite order, and in

this event only a finite number of the regions E&,¡ will be distinct. If v is

irrational no repetition occurs and the set is infinite. It may be remarked that

on the surfaces R^ and Rz the boundaries of the regions E*,j are dependent

upon the parameter p.

It is of advantage for subsequent use to agree at this point to the reserva-

tion of the special symbols T and r, for the designation of configurations re-

spectively characterized as follows:

The symbol T is to designate an ordinary curve upon which, as seen on the

surface R^, the ordinate varies monotonically* with the arc length.

The symbol r is to designate a region (finite or infinite) which, as seen on

the surface R^, has the properties

(a) that it lies entirely on some one of the regions E*,¡;

(b) that its boundary contains the origin and consists of ordinary curves;

(c) that at most a single segment of any line 3(£) = a constant is included in

the interior of the region.

With the regions of the type r thus defined certain facts as follows may be

noted for future reference. Firstly, any point of such a region may be con-

nected with the origin by a curve of the type T which lies entirely in the re-

gion. Secondly, if the boundary of the region r contains a point Pm at which

| 3(f) | is a maximum, then every point of the region may be connected with

Pm by a curve T which lies in the region. In the alternative, i.e., if there exists

no point Pm, the region r is necessarily infinite, and in this case there exists

through each point of the region a curve T which extends to infinity, remain-

* In the sense of non-decreasing or non-increasing.
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ing in the region, and upon which |a(£) | is non-decreasing as £ recedes from

the origin.

5. The related solutions yk, j(z). The general solution of the related equa-

tion (5) is given by the formula (4) if the cylinder function involved is not

specified. On the other hand, particular solutions result from particular

choices of C±?, and this fact will be applied to associate with any region (6)

a pair of related solutions y*,i(z), ykAz) as follows. The Bessel functions

22Í')(£), 22r(1 (£),* or any linear combinations of them, are admissible in the

roles of the cylinder functions C±„ and hence the following formulas define

for each region "Ek,i according as the integer k is even or odd an associated

pair of solutions, i.e.,

?*.,-(*) =

(7)

Í *(a) /„<»,,-*•<»   .( ,  .
-£ "n  (£e      )> if * 1S even,
ihAj

*(Z)     SrjV-'hy  -**«v      .f    ,     ■ ,,£ Hß     (£e      ), if k is odd,
I ikA^

/2\1'2
A .  —   ( _ )      gT(/i+l/2)iri/2_+

The peculiar choice of the constant factors in these formulas is due to the

purpose of obtaining solutions with simple asymptotic forms.

Let the definition of a function v(z) in terms of the corresponding function

v(z), whatever the latter may be, be fixed by the relation

*2(z) ( ¥'(z)        )
(8) Hz) =-^-h'(z) ---^v(z) \.

tp2" ( *(z)       ;

Then it may be shown [L § 4] that the formulas for the functions ± yk,i(z)

are obtainable from the relations (7) by the mere formal substitution of

(1 —p.) in place of p. Since the pair of functions v(z), v(z) is equivalent to the

pair v(z), v'(z), in the sense that either is easily deducible from the other, the

definition (8) serves as the medium for a discussion of the derivatives ykj(z)

which avoids unnecessary repetition.

Familiar formulas [L(13)] may be drawn upon to supply on the basis of

formulas (7) the asymptotic forms

* The Bessel functions of the third kind, cf. Watson, G. N., A Treatise on the Theory of Bessel

Functions, Cambridge University Press, 1922, p. 73.

f In this as in all subsequent formulas a double sign is to indicate the amalgamation of two

formulas into one. It will be understood that the upper signs are associated with the index value

j = 1 and the lower signs withy = 2.
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k,i or Ak,2,

e*-*       (          •   c,   )
Vk.Âz) ~-< 1 +   >. ->, for f in E

(9) i ■
pl/2-^l-2,(z)e±if     , A    f»"\

4>xl2iz) { „_i    £n j

in which the coefficients c,,'-7 andcV* are known constants. Moreover, it may

also be deduced from the formulas (7) [L(21)] that

(10) | yk.iiz) \<M,\ yk,iiz) | < M, when   | f| g N.*

6. The formal solutions. If the function 0(z) is defined by the formula

Biz) = xiz) - co(z),

the equation (1) may be written in the form

u"iz) + {p24>2(z) - w(z))u(z) = 0(z)w(z).

Hence it possesses [L §5 ], for any indices k, j and any choice of a path of

integration on the surface Rz, a solution «*,,(z) satisfying the equation

1     fz
(11) ukil{z) = yk,iiz) + —— I   {yk,iiz)yk,2izx) — yk.2iz)yk,xizi)}eizx)uk,iizi)dzi.

2ip2li J

The abbreviations

Vk Âz) Uk Az)
(12) Yjiz) = ^^- ¿f%  U&) = -^- eTi*

*(z) *(z)

give to this equation the form

17,00 = Y,{z) + — f  *,(», zi, P)Uiizi)dzi,
p2" J

namely, that of an integral equation with the kernel

0(zi)4>2(zi),
(13) Ktiz, zx, p) = ±-{F,(z)F3_y(zi) - FI_í(z)F,(íl)^«(í-f,)}.

2i

It follows that the equation is satisfied formally by the infinite series

°°   YW(z)
(14) Ufa) = F,(«) +  E -!-^,

n=l P

of which the terms are obtainable from the recursion formulas

* Here, as in the following, the letters M and N are used as generic symbols to indicate merely

some positive constant.
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(15) Y?\z) = p^ J" K^z, zx, P)Y?-X)(zx)dzx,  Yf\z) - F,(z).

In so far as these formal considerations are concerned, the value assigned to

the constant a in formulas (14) and (15) is of no significance.

7. Lemmas. It is to be shown subsequently that with suitable adjustment

of the unspecified elements in the formulas (14) and (15) the infinite series in

the former converges and represents a true solution of the given equation.

Preparatory to this deduction it is of advantage to formulate at this point

certain considerations in the form of lemmas.

Let the indices k, I be chosen, and upon the region S*,¡ let r be any sub-

region of the type described in §4. Through each point £ of this region two

curves T may be drawn, the one connecting £ with the origin and the other

extending either to a point £m at which |3(£) | is a maximum or to infinity ac-

cording as the character of the region r may determine. Let the subscripts

be assigned so that Tx denotes the curve of this pair upon which 3(£) is alge-

braically a minimum at the point £, while T2 denotes the one upon which

3(£) has at £ its maximum. It is proposed to consider integrals of the form

(16) 2(r/) s f pw-*>.Kj(z> 2l) p)B/Zlt p)dZl>
Jtj

in which (a), T / is an arc of a curve T, ; (b), the number 5 is interpreted thus :

(0, when | £| g iV,
s = <

U, when I £| > N;

and (c), the function B(z, p) is analytic in the region r and such that

(17) | ^'*-^'B(z, p) | < M.

Lemma 1. 2/ the arc Y\ lies in the portion of the region r in which |£ [ :£ N,

then
|/(r/)| < m\p\-2».

The formulas (9), (10) and (12) show that

(18) | £<l/2-")8FJ(z) | < M.

When |£i | =" N, therefore, formula (13) yields the relation

| £<"2-'>*2i,(z, zi, p)\<M,

and the integrand of (16) is accordingly bounded. Since

*2(zi)    ¿fi
OZi  =-)

p2" i!1"2*    •
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it follows that

,        i      Af   r|7(r/)l<TFÍ;

and from this the assertion of the lemma is clear.

Lemma 2. If the arc Tf lies in a portion of the region r in which |£ | ̂ N,

and \z | g iVi, then

|7(r/)| ^m\p\2»-°>,

where

/l, if p> h

o"i = < 1 — e, with « > 0 but arbitrarily small, if p = \,

Up, if p<\.
For ¿i on the arc Tj, the value +i(f— ?0* has a negative real part and

the function exp{ +¿(£ — £i)} is accordingly bounded. Formula (13) shows

then that

(19) | pl'*-*W*->Kfa zi, p) | < M | 0(zi)*2(2i) | ,

and since the right member of this is bounded when \z | &Ni, it follows that

M     r

\p\2" Jr ,  .

Since for the values considered £i may be of at most the order of \p\, the con-

clusion of the lemma is readily deduced.

Lemmas 1 and 2 are sufficient for the discussion of all integrals (16) if

the region r in question is finite. On the other hand, the case of an infinite

region r requires the further lemma which follows.

Lemma 3. If a relation

r \e(zi)
-¿Zi     <  M

Jr/I 4>(zx)

is satisfied uniformly with respect to all arcs T¡ on which \zx | ¡^iVi (2Vi being

some specific constant) then

|/(T/)| < mIpI2"-1,

uniformly with respect to those arcs.

* See second note on p. 453.

dki_

fjl-2.

¿£i
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The inequality (19) yields directly the relation

. . r \ e(zi)*2(zi)
\I(T¡)\ < M dzi

Jr'\      tx1-2»

However,

and hence

*2(zi)       <t>(zx)

1-2M -1-2,.
£i1-2"      p

7(r/)    <T-- I     -^¿ai

The conclusion is at hand.

8. The solutions uk,,(z). It is essential to the argument at hand that the

lemmas established in the foregoing section be applicable for all admitted

values of the variables. To assure this the list of hypotheses will be completed

by the following additions :

(iv) The region Rz is such that for any admitted value of p every point of

the Riemann surface Rz may be included in some region of the type r.

(v) The region Rz is such that with some constant M the relation

I
0(z) j
-dz
4>(z)

< M

is valid uniformly with respect to integrations over all arcs on the surface Rz which

for some admitted value of p are of the type Y, and upon which \z | =g Nlt with

some positive value Nx-

It is clear that for any finite region Rz the hypothesis (v) is vacuous. On

the other hand, if the region is to be infinite it implies an assumption upon

the given differential equation.

The relation

(20) \^YT(z)\<Mn+l

is valid when « = 0 by (18) over the entire region Rz. Dependent upon a

suitable choice of the constant cr it may be proved for an arbitrary « by the

method of induction as follows. Let the inequality be assumed valid when

« = «i. The function Y/ni)(z)M~ni is then of the form postulated for the func-

tion B(z, p) in formula (17), and it follows that when the relation (15) is

written
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j       fc (1/2-/0» J(15a)    {a/í-*).Kí(«,+i) = m»y'-2" I   £<1/2-*>'.fi:,(z, zi, p)F,<"»)(zi)-M'"",^i»

the integral involved is of the type (16) and therefore subject to the assertions

of the lemmas.

Consider first the case in which z is confined to the portion |£ | ̂ N of the

region E*.i. This region is of the type r (when \p | is sufficiently large) and

the integrals on the right of (15a) are, therefore, evaluated in their entirety

by Lemma 1. It follows that if M is chosen sufficiently large then

| ^(l/2-M)«7).(n,+l)(z) |   g   Jf n,+l | p |  ''**,

whereby the relation (20) is proved if a = 4p and |¿ | ^ N.

If z varies over a general region r the path of integration in either of the

formulas (15a) consists of at most three arcs each of which yields an integral

of the kind discussed by one of the three lemmas. Thus the relation (15a)

yields the inequalities

| £(i/2-,o.t/ .(Ml+i)(z) | ^ Af"i|p|'-2"{Af |p|-2" + if|p| 2"-'i + M | p | «"-1}

< Af n'+11 p | "-"',

and with the choice a=ai the relation (20) follows for all z of the chosen

region.

With the formula (20) established it is clear that the series involved in the

relations (14) converge when \p | is sufficiently large, and that the functions

thereby represented remain bounded after multiplication by ¿<1'2-'''«. Agree-

ing to the use of the letter £ as a generic symbol to designate a function which

remains bounded uniformly in z and p when \p | is sufficiently large, the re-

sults of resubstituting the values (12) into (14) may be formulated as in the

theorems below. The derivation of formulas for the functions ük,jiz) differs

from that above for the functions w*,,(z) in but slight formal details, and the

resulting formulas are as indicated in the respective statements which follow.

Theorem 1. Corresponding to any region E*,j there exists a pair of solutions

Mi,i(z), Uk,2iz) of the given differential equation which, when \p \ is sufficiently

large, satisfy the relations

n ,, ^    EnjZ,p)
«*,i(z) = y*.f(z) + 2-i —:—'

n=l P4n"

-     M        -     ^ V   EniZ' P)
w*.j(z) = yk,i(z) + ¿^

p4""

for values of £ in the region for which \^\SN.
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The functions En would be computable from the formulas (15).

Theorem 2. Corresponding to any region of the type r in H*,i, there exists

a pair of solutions uk,x(z), ukii(z), which for values z of the region and \p \ suffi-

ciently large satisfy the relations

■      En(z,P)
uk,i(z) = yk,j(z) +   ¿_ -,

n-l P"">

-     En(z, p)
Mt.i(z) = yk.Az) + Zu--i

n-l P""'

when [£ | UN, and
A En(z, p)

«t.iW = ?*„■(*) + ^to*-1'^« ¿Z ,
n-X        Pw«

A  En(z, p)
«*./(*) = ?*.,(*) + ^(z)£1/2-"e±l'f ¿Z '

n-l        P™1

wÂe« |£ | >/V, a«¿ wtócA are therefore asymptotically described by the formulas

e±a

M*-'(2) ~    1/9     ,,;,/ sSk-i(Z> P>>pll2-"d>ll2(z)

(21)
pi/ü-^!-^) (1J

ûk.i(z) ~ +-——-e±*Skli(z, p),
<pll2(z)

for £ in r, with

ç    r     >      i j    V   f£n(z, p)     c,*1^
Sk,i(z,p) = 1+2^  \-r--— >,„_i   I    pn'i £" j

Sk.j(z, p) = 1 +  ¿^ \-r- — ) .
„_i   (.    p""' £" J

It should be observed that the solutions described in Theorem 1 are not

those described in Theorem 2, although no distinction has been indicated by

the notation used. The difference is involved in the choice of paths of inte-

gration in the formulas (11). On the same ground the solutions described in

Theorem 2 are in general different for different sub-regions r on the same

region Et.i.

9. The solutions for general values of £ such that |£ | =iV. The theorems

of §8 describe certain pairs of solutions uk¡j(z) of the given differential equa-

tion when the variable is confined to specifically associated regions r. From

these results the form of an arbitrary solution for all admitted values of z

and p may be deduced.
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The formulas
yi(z) = *C0f/Tl,(0, / = 1, 2,

in which the symbols /TM denote the familiar Bessel functions of the first kind,

define a pair of solutions of the related equation. An associated pair of solu-

tions Mi(z), u2(z) of the given differential equation is thereupon determined

by the relations

(22) «,(0) = y,(0), «,(0) = y,(0),

inasmuch as the origin is an ordinary point for both equations. Specifically

the initial values of these solutions as computed from (22) are

2*¥(0)
Ml(0) =->   Mi(0) = 0,

r(i-M)
(23)

21-"*(0)
«i(0) = 0, ä,(0) =-

iT(p)

With any sub-region r of a given region E*.¡ a pair of solutions Ma,3(z) is

determined, and corresponding identities

(24a) Uh,i(z) m ax,jUx(z) + a2,,u2(z), j = 1, 2,

subsist, with the inverse relations

(24b) Uj(z) = aj,iuh,i(z) + aj,2uhl2(z).

The corresponding identities for the related solutions may similarly be

written in the form

(25a) yh,i(z) = 7i,;-yi(z) + 72.jy2(z),

(25b) y,-(z) = Cj,xyh,x(z) + Cj,2yh,2(z).

Since the relations (25) involve only standard Bessel functions, familiar

theory may be drawn upon for the values of the coefficients, which are ac-

cordingly found to be the following:

(26a)    4T = (2ir)-1/2e(2*,-1/2)<1/2:F'':"ri,    c,(2f+1> = ^-^V2^3/2'*1'2*"'",

C-T   =   (2x)-1/2e(2P+l/2)(l/2:fM)xi)      ci22P+1)   =   (2x)-l/2e(2P+l/2)(l/2T/,)Ti>

and

(26b) tí,m =-cs-,,3-m,   J, m = 1, 2.
i sin p,ir
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By virtue of the relations (22) the formulas (24a) yield upon substituting

z=0 the forms

,„„.                         m       (ä) w*,,(0)        (A)        (A)«*,,(0)
(27) «i.i = 7i./-—»    oii,j = y2,1-—— >

yh,j(0) y*,/(0)

from which the coefficients on the left may be evaluated as is done in the

following.

Let the functions uh,j(z) involved in the relations (27) be thought of in

the first case as a pair of solutions described by Theorem 1. The formulas

then reduce to the form

«m,/ = ym.A l + JL ~~iT('   h m =   '   '
En(p):

n-l     P4

and from these corresponding values

En(p)}(»)   _     (»)/ A   En(p)\

I n-l     P4B"   )

are easily found. The explicit result which becomes available upon substitut-

ing these values into the identities (24) may be stated as follows :

Theorem 3. The solutions Ux(z), u2(z) of the given differential equation which

are determined by the initial values (23) are of the form

En(z, p)
uj(z) = *(z)£'/T„(£) +   2w

En(z, p)

n—1 P

ûi(z) = ± i<H(z)?-*J±(!_„)(£) +   ¿Z
n-= 1 P

for all values of £ such that |£ | ̂  N.

Theorem 4. TÄe solutions uk¡i(z) described by Theorem 1 are of the form

«*.,(*) = *00H7^(£) + A(£)} +  t ^%^>

«*./« = ^(z)£1-{7Íi)i/w(£) - A.w(Ö} + ¿ -^^'
n-l P4""

/or a// w/«e5 o/ £ 5«cA ¿Äa/ |£ | ^ ¿V, iÄe coefficients being given by the formulas

(26b) and (26a).

10. The solutions for general values of the variables. To obtain the

formulas for the solutions w,(z) when |£ | is not restricted, the functions

Uh,i(z) involved in the formulas (24) and (27) may be chosen as a pair of
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solutions described by Theorem 2. If the symbol [    ] is understood as indi-

cating the abbreviation described thus:

fel-e+E^.„=i    p"*«
the reasoning employed in §9 may be made to lead from the relations (27)

to the formula

(28a) ctm.j = ym.i[l\,

from which the equalities

(28b) a,,m = c,-,m[l]

follow. The results of substituting these values into the identities (24b) and

(24a) are the following:

Theorem 5. The solutions «i(z), w2(z) determined by the initial values (23)

have for |£ | =\N and \p \ sufficiently large the forms

mí00 ~ —-7Z7r{ai.iei(Sh.i(z, p) + ai,2e-^Shl2(z, p) },
.1/2-/^1/2(2)

(29)
pi,f-„9i-He)     ih) ih)

MAZ) ~-t^tt-\ai,ie'(Sk,x(z, p) - aj¡2e-^Sh,2 (z,p)\,
01/2(z)

in which the index h is determined by the region E*,z containing the value £,

a«¿ the coefficients are given accordingly by the formulas (28a) awd (26a).

Theorem 6. .4wy pair of solutions uk.j(z) described by Theorem 2 are of the

form

«*.;(*) = *(*)H.YÍ?)/-*.(0 + Ä(Ö}
,    A En(z,p)

+ 2-,-'

(30)

ük,,{z) = ¿^(z)Í1-"{tÍ!i>/i_,(0 - yik]j-i+,iï) ]

,   A Eniz,p)
+ 2-,-'

„-i    p"*»

for general values of the variables, and are asymptotically described by the

formulas
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(31)

with

(32)

w*.i(z)-TZ-7Z7^{Ai,ie^Sh,x(z, p) + A/^e-^Sh^z, p)},
p1'2—'*01'2(z)

pl/2-,$l-2/1(2)

«*,/W ~-T77T-\Aj.xe%<Sh,x(z, p) - Aj,2e-^Sh.i(z, p)\,
<pll2(z)

k.h                  T r   (fc)   (A) <fc)   (A) -,

•dl.m  — ~—;-[Ci,2Ci,m —  Ci,2C2,mJ,
i sin pw

k,h —  IT       r   (*)    (*) <*)    (*)  1

^2,m — -[C2,xCx,m — Ci,iC2,mJ,  m  —  1, ¿,
i sin pir

íAe ¿«¿ex Ä being determined by the region S*,i i« wAzcä ¿Äe z>a/«e o/£ ¿5 contained.

Theorems 5 and 6 each describe a pair of solutions which, being linearly

independent, are adequate for the representation of an arbitrary solution of

the given differential equation. In practice the solutions of Theorem 5 will

be called upon more naturally in the representation of a solution specified in

terms of its values at z = 0. On the other hand those of Theorem 6 are more

directly adapted for the representation of a solution which is specified in

terms of asymptotic characteristics which are to maintain for certain ranges

of the variables. This latter is illustrated in the application of Part II.

In concluding it should be observed that when £ passes from the regions

(6) for any k to an adjacent region, each of the formulas (29) and (30) changes

to the extent of a replacement of one of its coefficients. The coefficient in

question, however, is in every case that attached to the exponential term

which in the existing configuration of values is sub-dominant, i.e., is asymp-

totically negligible. The affected term does not in fact attain to asymptotic

significance until the subsequent change in arg £ reaches numerically the

amount ir/2. It will be clear from this that the coefficients prescribed for any

given region by Theorems 5 and 6 do actually yield formulas which are valid

over a considerably extended domain. Since the formulas are in any event

the same for the pair of regions given by (6) for a specific index k, the follow-

ing theorem may be readily verified.

Theorem 7. The asymptotic formulas given by (29) and (30) for any region

"Eh,i are valid for all £ in the larger region S(A) defined by the formula

(33) S(Ä) : (h - IV + e g arg £ ^ (h + IV - e,

with e denoting an arbitrary positive fixed constant which is sufficiently small
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The regions Ea) for consecutive values of h obviously overlap. In their

common parts either of the associated sets of formulas may be used, inas-

much as they are asymptotically equivalent.

Part II

An application to the theory of the Bessel functions of complex

argument and large complex order

11. Introduction. The general cylinder function Cp(f) of complex order

and argument may be shown readily by direct substitution to be a solution

of the differential equation

(34) u"iz) + p2{e22 - l]u(z) = 0,

in which the independent variable z is defined by the relation

f = pe*.

The equation (34) is of the form (1) for values of z on the strip

(35) - 7T g 3(z) < jr, I z ± ni | à « > 0,

the specialization being given by the formulas

<¡>2(z) = e2' - 1,  x(z) = 0.

Moreover, for the equation in question the values

v = I, p = \, <ri = l

obtain, consequent upon the fact that <p2(z) vanishes to the order 1. The gen-

eral formulas of Part I may therefore be drawn upon in particular for a de-

termination of the asymptotic forms of the Bessel functions J P(£), 77p' (f),

^'(f); when \p\ is large. This deduction is the subject of the discussion

which follows.

Inasmuch as the function /„(f) is expressible in terms of the functions

•^pJ,(f) whereas the latter familiarly satisfy the relations

(36) Hl'Mt) = e±5P"77„0)(f)*    (<7 an integer),

no loss of generality is involved in a restriction of the considerations to par-

ameter values on the range

(37) — 7r/2 g arg p < ir/2.

Likewise the formulas

* Nielsen, Handbuch der Theorie der Zylinderfunktionen, Leipzig, 1904, p. 18.
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„(;'),„ ., _     (Sin  (P  +   1)P7T  „(,).,

Hp  (fe'") = + \-:-77,  (f)
t       sin p7T

(38)
sin ppir

+ &'<—— h;
sin p-w

rrfl<»}

may be invoked to permit restriction of the variable to values for which

(39) - rr + arg p g arg f g w + arg p,

namely, to values for which z lies in the strip (35).

12. The surfaces Rz, i?* and i?j. As defined in Part I, the Riemann surface

Rz over the strip (35) consists of two sheets. However, in the present case the

variable of immediate interest is f, and since this is a single-valued function

of z it is sufficient to confine the attention to the values of z upon a single

sheet. The choice specified by the relation

— ir < arg z ;£ 7T

is a convenient one, and in accordance with this convention Rz will henceforth

be understood to signify the strip (35) thought of as cut open along the nega-

tive axis of reals.

The relation

(40) <b = (e2' - I)1'2

maps the strip Rz in an obvious manner upon the plane of the complex quan-

tity <p, the resulting có-plane being cut along the negative axis of reals and also

along the axis of imaginaries from the points —¿to i. This plane is in turn

mapped upon the surface R& by the relations

Í4> — tan-1 <j>,
i        i-<b

* + TlogTX^'
2 i + <b

which are obtained by explicit integration from the formula (2). The resulting

map of the upper half of the strip Rz upon the surface R$ is described with

sufficient detail by the following tabulation of corresponding intervals, the

lettering referring to the Figs. 1 and 2.
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Line

OA~ÔB

BC

0 to oo

0 to  -  «

ir i —  oo to wi

0 to oo

0 to i

i to 0

arg
(—)

ir to 0

0

2tt

i — <p

i + <t>

1 toO

Oto 1

$

0 to oo

0 to —: i oo

—   IT—   tOOtO   —   7T

CD ici to ici + oo Oto — oo 2ir to x —  IT  tO   —   00

■xj-

3(z)=£
II

■ B

-F

IV

O A-

3(z) = -tt/2 III

-^

Fig. 1. R,

■O   -

[B

■>£>

IV

lit

Fig. 2. R$

The lower half of the strip Rz is similarly mapped as is also shown in the

figures. The two parts of Fig. 2 are to be thought of as joined along the line
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O A to comprise a Riemann surface which consists of one entire sheet and of

two infinite strips of width w located in two further sheets respectively. The

Roman numerals are used to indicate corresponding regions. The map is, of

course, conformai except at the origin, where angles in Rz must be increased

in the ratio 3:2 to obtain the corresponding angles upon R$.

The formulas (40) and (41) yield readily the analytic evaluations

e' + Oie-'),

e'-h Oie-'), when 'R.(z) > 0;

i + Oie2'),

i<z + log — > +Oie2'), when ^(z) < 0, 3(z) ^ 0;

- i + Oie2'),

- í{,+ .c* f} + O««*), »,,»*(,>< 0, 3W<0.

From these it is found that any line 3(z)=c(c a real constant, \c \ <r) is

mapped on the surface i?* upon a curve having as asymptotes the following

lines, namely, in the regions II or III, the line through the point <J> = — tt/2 with

inclination c, and in the regions I or IV the line cr\i^) = — \c\. When c = + 7r/2

these asymptotes and the curve itself coincide, the latter being a straight line.

Finally, the surface Pj may be obtained from P<¡> by a similarity trans-

formation, consisting of a counter-clockwise rotation about the origin through

the angle arg p, and a change of scale by the factor \p \.

13. The hypotheses. An application of the formulas of Part I to the equa-

tion at hand is, of course, contingent upon the fulfillment of the various, hy-

potheses (i) to (v) upon which the general theory was constructed. For the

hypothesis (i) referred to the strip (35) this has been assured by the exclusion

of some neighborhoods of the points z = ± m. The fulfillment of the hy-

pothesis (ii), moreover, is obvious since for the equation in question x(z) =0.

The hypothesis (iii) requires the region Rz to exclude all zeros of the func-

tion other than that at the origin. This is easily shown as follows to be so for

the region of Fig. 1. By (41) the relation <i> = 0 implies tan <p —0 = 0. However,

after multiplication by the quantity <p cos <p cos <p/3(<p2) (<p signifying the

complex conjugate of <p), the imaginary component of this equation is

sinh 23(0)       sin 2<R£<t>)

23(0) 2<f\(0)

(a)

(42)  (b)

(c)

0 m

$ =

<¡, =

$ =

0 =

$ =
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Hence it can be satisfied only by <b = 0, for otherwise the first term on the left

is greater than, and the second term less than, unity. In the strip of Fig. 1

this result specifies the origin, and the hypothesis in question is consequently

fulfilled.

Fig. 2 obtains by an arbitrary rotation about its origin the character rep-

resentative of the surface R( for an arbitrary value of p. It is at once seen

from this that the part of 2?j contained in any specific quadrant is either itself

a region of type r as defined in §4, or else is easily divisible into such regions.

This is the requirement of hypothesis (iv) which is therefore met.

Lastly, a simple computation [L §11] based upon the formula [L (12)]

for the coefficient w(z) of the related equation may be made to show that

6(z)       jO(e-'), when <R£z) > 0,

<p(z)       lO(z-2), when 9l(z) < 0.

It follows from this, together with the formulas (42), that

*U-o(¿*\
4>(z) \ $2 /

and since, in any region | * | «£ ¿V, a relation

¿$

<J>2ñ
< M

is uniformly valid for all arcs of the type Y, the concluding hypothesis (v)

is fulfilled, and the general formulas of Part I are accordingly shown to be

applicable to the equation (34) in the region R, of Fig. 1.

14. The identification of the solutions 7p(f) and H¡p(£). The linear inter-

dependence of any three solutions of the given differential equation assures

the existence of an identity

(43) /p(f) s C*,i«i.i(z) + Ck,2ukii(z),

for any choice of the index k. The coefficients may be functions of p but do not

depend upon z. For their determination, therefore, it is permissible to substi-

tute into the identity any admissible values of the variable. In application

of this principle the formula

[1]
(44) lim ( — )   JpQi) =-.

r-oW eT(p+l)      (2TP)1'*

will be used as a basis for the identification of the function /„(f).

* Cf. Watson, loc. cit., p. 40. The gamma function is evaluated by Stirling's formula; cf. Nielsen,

Handbuch der Theorie der Gammafunklion, Leipzig, 1906, p. 96.
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As f—»0, z—T — oo remaining either in the region I or in the region IV of

Fig. 1. However, for z in the region I formulas (42) show that

(I) e'f,  0(z) ~ i,
2pl

and the corresponding value of £ lies in those parts of the regions E(1) or

E(2) in which exp{i£} approaches no limit as |£ |—»oo . Similarly, for z in the

region IV,

/ et \->
I — J    <~ e~lf, 0(z) ~ — i,

and in this case exp { — i%\ approaches no limit as |£ |—»oo . The substitution

of the identity (43) into (44) yields in these cases respectively

[l] „     iCh,xe^uh,xiz) + Ca.2¿í{ma.í(z), for z in region I,J ,      (Ch,xe'tuh,
— = hm <
)1/2     iti-.lCi.ie-*««,(2irp)1/2     ui^oo lCj,iC-<t«i,i(z) + Ci,2e_ifMi,2(z), for z in region IV,

and the use of the formulas (21) leads to the conclusion that

e"/4[l]
Cil = 0, Ch,2 =-> when A is 1 or 2,

(27r)1'2p1/3

e rili [1]
Ci i =-1     Ci,2 = 0, when I is — 2 or — 1.

^ttW'3

These results serve to identify the function 7P(f) which may accordingly be

described by either of the formulas

(45) Ut) =

In the identities

H/4fl]
Uh.iiz),  Ä = 1, 2,

(2ir)l/2p1/3

(2tt)1/2p1/3
Mi.i(z),   I = — 2,— I.

(46) 77„  (f) = Ck,iuk,i(z) + Ck.2Uk,i(z),

the coefficients may be determined in a manner similar to that above upon

the basis of the relations
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/ 2V'!
(47) limf1',eTitf-"/"Fp'(f) = ( — )    e*-/4,*

ICI—oo \ 7T /

when |f |—»co, z—»oo remaining in the regions II or III, while the formulas

(42) show that for such values

f — pir/2 ~ £,   f ~ pc/)(z).

Hence the substitution of (46) into (47) results in the relations

/ 2 \1/s
(48) ( — )    e*-'4 = lim {Ck\e**pll2<i>ll2(z)uk,x(z) + C^V'V'HzVi^z)} ■

Now z may be chosen so that £ remains in those parts of the regions S(0)

and S(1) in which exp{ —¿£} approaches no limit. With the upper signs in

(48) it must accordingly be concluded that

(i,       2e-"'4[l]       ,i,
C„ i =-, C„ 2 = 0, with * either 0 or 1.

On the other hand, z may be chosen so that £ lies in those parts of the regions

S(_1) or S<0) in which exp{i£} approaches no limit, and in that case formula

(48) with the lower signs implies that

(2)             (2,       2e"'4 [l]
C0 x = 0, Cn 2 = -> with a either — 1 or 0.

The relations (46) thus reduce to the formulas

(i, 2<r*i'4[l]
HP  (f) = -— «,.i(«), P = 0, 1,

(27r)1'2p1/3

(49) ri
(2)              2e'"«[l]

HP  (T) = -— uq,2(z),  q = - 1, 0,
(27r)1/2p1/3

and with the identifications of Jp(f) and H{P3)(Ç) thus accomplished, the

asymptotic forms of these functions are easily computed from the formulas

(31) and (32). With the use of the abbreviation

\Tp<p(z)/

the results of this computation for the various regions S(i) are shown in the

following tabulation :

* These relations are evident, for instance, from the integral representations for the functions

pH('\t). Cf. Watson, p. 168.
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2 (-2)

(50)

/p(f)

. eic£-T/4)

ffp(1)(f)

Ä«'■•({-»■/«

g{e;(£-»74> _ e-i(£-T/oj

ffp(2)(f)

g{e>(£-"74> + g-ilt-

ge ■iíS-T/i)

H<°) -L{ei(£-T/4)-(- e-<({-»/4)j gc1 (£-»-/4) ge'
-<(£-«74)

g(D JL g-i(£-T/4)
2

;i(£-T/4) g{_ e.(£-»/4) -j- e-.(£-'/4)j

_£-e-;(£-*74) gje.(£-T/4)-)-e-,-(£-"-/4)j — ge'(i-T/4)

The sections which follow are devoted to the geometric determination of the

regions in the strip of Fig. 1.

15. The regions E(;i) for arg p fixed. When the value arg p is constant the

relative orientation of the surfaces R( and R$ is fixed, and since the regions

E(W are bounded on Pj by radial straight lines they are also bounded by such

lines on the surface P$. From the formulas (41) these lines are found to be

given by the equation

(51)
arg $ = (A - 1)jt + « -

E( ' :
arg $ = (A + l)ir — e —

argp,

arg p.

The lines (51) are in turn to be mapped upon the plane of the variable z.

The construction of the resulting curves is facilitated if the following simple

facts are first observed. The curve on Rz which corresponds to the general

radial line arg í>=a (a a constant) issues from the origin at the inclination

2a/3. If, on the one hand, the line extends into the regions II or III of Fig. 2,

the curve approaches the line 3(z)=a as an asymptote, when ^(z)—>oo.

This may be seen readily from the fact that formula (42a) gives z~

log (<P+7r/2), whereas on the line in question arg (í>+7r/2) approaches a. If,

on the other hand, the line extends into the region I (or IV) it meets each of

the two lines ct\($) = — ir/2, and cr\(4>) = —tt at the angle a — w/2 (or

a+w/2), and due to the conformality of the map the curve in Rz meets each

of the two corresponding lines, 3(z)=tt/2, and 3(z)=7r, at the same angle

a — w/2 (or the lines 3(z) = — 7r/2, 3(z) = — it, at the angle a+ir/2). These

facts apply directly to the various lines (51) and the configuration of regions

E(W in Rz is thus easily determined. The sub-division of Rz for a case in which
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arg p>0 is shown in Fig. 3. The configuration for a case in which arg p<0

is obtainable from Fig. 3 by reflecting it in the axis of reals and changing the

indices of the several regions S(A) to their negatives.

The functions 7p(f) and 22p())(f) are represented asymptotically for a value

in any one of the regions by the formulas associated with that region by the

table (50). If z lies in a region designated as belonging to two regions 2W

either associated set of formulas may be used, and the transition from one

set to the other may be made at pleasure, inasmuch as the formulas in ques-

tion are asymptotically equivalent in the region concerned.

The general asymptotic forms of Part I were deduced upon the assump-

tion that \p | and |£ | were sufficiently large. This condition interpreted for

the case in hand by means of the formulas (40) and (41) is found to impose

the same requirement upon the quantities \p\ and |zp2/3|. The forms of

table (50) are, therefore, not valid in the immediate vicinity of the origin of

Fig. 3, the linear dimensions of the excluded neighborhood depending upon

\p | and being of the order of 0( \p |_2/3).

Fig. 3.R, (argp>0)

For the functions under consideration the immediate variables are f and p,

and it is evident that most ready application of the results may be made if

they are formulated directly in terms of these variables and their ratio. Let

u = Ç/p. The map of Rz upon the w plane is of elementary form. It is facili-

tated, moreover, by the relation a — ir/2~$, which follows from (42a) and

shows that the remote part of the w plane is obtainable asymptotically by a

translation of the regions II and III of the surface 2?*. Fig. 4 corresponds in

this way to Fig. 3, and in conjunction with it the asymptotic forms are found

to be applicable except in a neighborhood of the point « = 1 whose linear di-

mensions are of the order 0( \p |~2/3).
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Fig. 4. co = f/p (argp>0)

In this latter connection it may also be observed that the quantities in-

volved in the formulas of table (50) are expressible in terms of f and p pre-

cisely by the formulas

£ = (f2 - p2)1/2-p sec-1 (f/p),

<t> = (f2 - p2)1/2/p,

and asymptotically by the relations

£ ~ f — pt/2, <t> ~ f/p, when | f/p | is large,

(53) %~ ip log (ef/(2p)), c> ~ i, when | f/p | is small and arg (f/p) > 0,

£ ,^, _ ¿p log (gf/(2p)), <p <~ — i, when | f/p | is small and arg (f/p) < 0.

16. The regions E"0 for arg ¿" fixed. When arg f is fixed and arg p is ac-

cordingly variable the relative orientation of the surfaces 2?j and 2?* varies

with the value of arg p. The boundaries of the regions E(W as seen upon 22*

are, therefore, curvilinear. Their equations as deduced from (33) are found

to be expressible with the use of 3(z) as a parameter in the form

arg $ = (A - IV + e - arg f + 3(z),

(54) E(A) :
arg $ = (h + IV - € - arg f + 3(z).

The loci upon 2?* along which 3(z) has a given constant value are known,

having been discussed in §12. With their use any curve of the type (54), i.e.,
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arg $ = ß + 3(2),

with ß a constant, is readily plotted. It issues from the origin <i> = 0 at the

inclination ß, and if 0^ß<ir/2 it meets the lines iP\(tP) = — ir/2 and ^P\(i>)

= — ir, at the points for which arg <ï> =ß+ir/2 and arg í> =ß+ir, respectively.

Fig. 5. Ä* (argf>0)

If 71-/2^/3^3^/2 the curve approaches the line ^(3») = — (37r/2— /3) as an

asymptote in the region I of Fig. 2. Finally, if ß<0 the curve is obtainable

by reflecting that for the corresponding positive value in the axis of reals.

The resulting sub-division of the surface P$ is shown for a typical case in

which arg t >0 in Fig. 5 and the corresponding division of the strip Rz is

indicated in Fig. 6. As in the earlier case the asymptotic forms are applicable

except in the neighborhood of z = 0.

-^_,-

Fig. 6. R, (arg f >0)
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17. A comparison with existing formulas. The asymptotic forms of the

various Bessel functions for configurations of values such as are admitted in

§16 were derived by Debye* by use of the method of steepest descent applied

to the integral representations of the functions concerned. The great effective-

ness of that method for this purpose is, of course, well known. Unfortunately

it is not applicable when suitable integral representations of the functions to

be discussed do not exist. In view of the total dissimilarity of the derivations

a brief comparison of the results of §16 and those of Debye's memoir might

be of interest.

The formula

(55) p/t   =   COS T,    0  5=   t'   <  T,

defines the complex variable t( = t'+ít"), and through the consequent rela-

tion

cos t = e,

maps the strip Rz of Figs. 1 and 6 upon a strip of the r plane. This is shown in

Fig. 7a with the configurations corresponding to those of Fig. 6, and is to be

(a) Fig. 7 (b)

* Debye, P., Semikonvergente Entwicklungen für die Zylinderfunktionen, etc., Münchener Be-

richte, 1910, No. 5. The discussion is elaborated in Watson, loc. cit., p. 262.
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compared with the Fig. 7b which occurs in the paper of Debye. It will be

found that the evident difference in the modes of sub-division of the strip is

due to two causes: first, to the fact that the one figure, but not the other,

gives regions in which the associated forms are uniformly valid, and, second,

to the fact that different determinations of multiple-valued functions are

to some extent involved.

The curves (a) and (b) of the Fig. 7b are described as given by the

equation

(56) ÎUiz-jsinr - — t > j = 0,

in which

a
(57) — = cos t,

x

and the curves (c) and (d) axe respectively the reflections of (a) and (b) in

the point r = ir/2. For the region A the formula

(2)                                        ÏF(i)
H      (x) ~>_giz(sinr-rcosr)

(58a) t -i* \ 1/2i-ix .    y
r<- sin t >
I    2 /

is given, and for the regions B, C, D,

(2) r(!)e"/4
(58b) Ha    (x) '- —-e-.'x(6inr-TC08T)i

HsinT}

The roots involved are specified as those which are real and positive for

arg * = 0, arg r = ir/2. This pair of values x, t is associated by (57) with arg

a = 0,and since values admitted in §16 are thereby obtained, the identifications

a = p,  x = f

may be made. The formulas

£ = f(sin r — t cos t),

4>(z) = tan t

follow readily from formulas (52) and (55), and the curves (56) are thereby

identified as given by the equation %&£) = 0, namely,

arg $ = mir — arg p.
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They may, therefore, be described as, in an obvious sense, the medians of the

regions designated in Fig. 7a by E(1) and E(_1).

The change of notation gives to the formulas (58a) and (58b) respectively

the forms represented by the upper and lower signs in the relation

■<•>-» . , /_i_> '"
.TTP0(Z).

(58c) H?'it) = + i-—}    eW-*'*K
{■jrp4>(z))

Except in the region which comprises the immediate neighborhood of the

curve (a) these are the formulas given also by the table (50). For the omitted

region E(1), however, the table describes the function as represented by the

sum of the two expressions (58c), a fact to be expected in virtue of the uniform

validity of the representations of the table. Neither of the formulas (58a),

(58b) remains valid when the curve (a) is too closely approached.

The verification of the formula

(2) tr(i)e2,riM08r

(59) ( - ix )"!
{— -» rj

for the region E is not so direct. The root in (59) is specified as real and posi-

tive when arg x = 0 and r lies on the line t' = w, t"<0. These values corre-

spond to arg a = 7T, and due to the restriction (37) the identification must be

made through the relations

(60) a = peri,   x = feTi.

The change of notation gives to formula (59) the form

(2)              (2") 'i2(59a) 77„ ' (*) ~ <-}    g-zHßg-m—m.
(irp(b(z))

On the other hand, the values (60) substituted into (36) and (38) yield the

formula

(61) 77(a2) (*) - {1 - e-**'>}HÏ\) + H™ it).

Since Fig. 7a is drawn for a case in which arg f>0, whereas for the case in

hand arg f = — ir, the figure is not adapted to show the region H(W which

contains the values r of the region E. It is readily found, however, from an

appropriate figure that these values lie in E(_1) or Ec_2) and, moreover, in

such portions of these regions within which exp {i£} is asymptotically neg-

ligible. With this fact established the table (50) is found to give for the ex-

pression (61) a form asymptotically equivalent to (59a). The agreement of
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the results of §16 with the standard formulas for 22p<2)(f) is thus evident. The

formulas obtained for22p(1)(f) may be verified in similar manner,but inasmuch

as Debye's Fig. 7b does not apply to this function the discussion above would

essentially have to be repeated.

18. The regions E"0 for argf and argp both variable. The free variation

of arg p over the range (37) restricts the independent variation of arg f under

(39) to the values

(62) -t/2 = argf < tt/2.

However, since the formulas (38) nevertheless suffice to extend the results to

all values of arg f the restriction (62), which will be assumed throughout this

section, involves no loss of generality. The following considerations serve to

determine a division of the strip Rz into regions to which the formulas of the

table (50) are applicable irrespective of the values of arg p and arg f.

The inequalities (37) imply the relations

— ir/2 + arg <ï> ̂ arg £ ¿S r/2 + arg 3>,

and from these together with (33) it is evident that all values of the variable

admitted by the inequalities

(63) (h - J)t + e £ arg 3> ̂  (h + §V - e

assuredly lie within the region E(A). On trie-other hand, the evaluation

arg p = arg f - 3(z)

when substituted into (33) yields the restriction

(h - IV + « ̂  arg f + arg <ï> - 3(z) g (h + 1V - e,

and in view of (62) it follows that the region Ew includes all values of the

variable admitted by the relation

(64) (h - iV + « + 3(0 ^ arg d> g (h + J)t - e + 3(z).

The inequalities (63) and (64) permit the conclusion that in the part of

Rt shown on the left of Fig. 2, and corresponding to 3(z) ^0, the curves

arg* = (Â + IV- e + 3(z),
(65a)

arg $ = (h - \)v + e,

in so far as they fall upon the part of 2?* in question, delimit a portion of the

region "Zw. Upon the part of 22* corresponding to 3(z) <0 the analogous

curves are
arg$ = (h + |V - e,

(65b)
arg $ = (h - |)x + « + 3(z).
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The formulas (65a) and (65b) represent only curves of types already con-

sidered in connection with the equations (51) and (54) and hence need not

be further discussed. It is found that the sub-division of the strip Rz is as

shown in Fig. 8.

For values of z in the regions designated in the figure by the usual sym-

bols the asymptotic forms may be taken, in the manner now familiar, from

the table (50) irrespective of the values or variations of arg p or arg f subject

to the stated restrictions. The regions designated by the symbols S», on the

other hand, are peculiar. They arise from the requirement that the formulas

be uniformly valid in the respective regions, and depend in magnitude upon

the constant e, disappearing as e—>0, i.e., as the requirement of uniformity is

relinquished. Within such a region the values of z do not remain in any one

of the regions E(M for all values of arg p admitted by the relation (37). It

is easily ascertained, however, by a reference to the figures that

Sa lies in S'*-1', when - tt/2 g argp á v/2 - 2e,

S» lies in a«"',     when - ir/2 + 2e ^ arg p < tt/2.

For all intermediate ranges of arg p the values in question may, therefore, be

considered with those of either abutting region.

19. The formulas for intermediate and small values of |¿ |. The various

asymptotic forms were observed in the course of the preceding discussion to

be inapplicable in the regions for which |£ | is of moderate magnitude or small,

namely, for such values of the variables as fulfill the relations

1*1 =0(\p\-2'3),
(66) . .    .

\t/p- l| =0(\p\-2'3).
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If \p | is large the character of the functions in question may nevertheless be

determined from the formulas deduced in Part I.

The respective Bessel functions concerned were identified in terms of

solutions Mfc,,-(z) by the formulas (45) and (49). These solutions, on the other

hand, are described irrespective of the magnitude of |£ | in the appropriate

formulas of Theorem 6. The substitution of the forms (30) into the relations

(45) and (49) is evidently all that is required, and yields in fact the resulting

formulas

/*Y/2( >       2i(f, p)
JÁÚ = (-)    {/-i/tCÖ + /i/i(Ö} + -^t>

O) /*\1/2< ,        E(Ç,p)
(67)       2JP \t) = 2 (^-j    {e-"'3/_1/3(£) + e"'3/i/3(£)} + -^,

(2) /$Y/2( >       2i(f, p)
' (f) = 2 W {e'</37l/s(ö + e~*inJi<3®} + -^¡r ■

It may, moreover, be observed that for use in these formulas the evaluations

G"2 - p2)3'2
£ ~-,

3p2

$\l/2 (f2  _  p2)l/2

\34>) 3p

axe permissible inasmuch as they are directly deducible from the relations

(66).
In conclusion, if the value |£ | is actually small, convenient series are ob-

tained for the functions concerned by substituting in the relations (67) the

familiar expansions of the functions /ti/3(£). These series as well as the

formulas (67) are given in [L §§14, 15] where some discussion of them may

be found.
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